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Ka-Pow Pinball

DIMENSIONS:

BOXED:
H: 53" W: 31" D: 31” 280 LBS

UNBOXED:
H: 75.5" W: 27" D: 55” 250 LBS

THE BEATLES GOLD EDITION SHOWN. GAME SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

© 2018 Apple Corps Ltd. A Beatles™ product.
MAIN ATTRACTIONS

- Stern's Beatles Pinball Machine will immerse Players in Beatlemania, Harking Back to a Retro-Inspired Playfield with a Modernized Twist
- The only Beatles Pinball Machine EVER made with only 1964 Games Available
- Iconic Introductions by Ed Sullivan along with Custom Speech and Callouts by Famous DJ and Hall of Fame Radio Announcer, Cousin Brucie
- All Models Feature 9 Timeless Beatles Songs: Help, A Hard Day's Night, Drive My Car, It Won't Be Long, Ticket to Ride, I Should Have Known Better, All My Loving, Taxman, and Can't Buy Me Love
- Bottom Arch Mounted Name Plate
- Original Art Hand-Drawn by Christopher Franchi in Addition to Custom Armor Package, Inside Art Blades and VOX Custom Speaker Trim
- Beatles Pinball Entertains for All Skill Levels

GAME FEATURES

- Production Limited to 1614 Gold Edition Games
- Set of 3-Bank Drop Targets that Spell F-A-B
- Set of 4-Bank Drop Targets that Spell F-O-U-R
- Set of 4-Bank Drop Targets that Spell 1-9-6-4
- Spinning Record Featuring a Center Magnet
- Top Magnet Feature
- 1 Star Rollover Switch
- 2 New Opto Spinners
- 8 Stand-Up Targets
- Mystery Stand Up Targets
- Powerful SPIKE Electronic System with Switching Power Supply
- High Powered, Hi-Fidelity Sound System with 3 Channel Amplifier
- Separate Treble and Bass Adjustment CPU Mounted Line-Out Audio Connector
- Fade Adjustment to Control Speaker Outputs

GENERAL
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